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The Fighter: Is Mark Wahlberg “Irish” Mickey Ward? 

We all have that one project that we dream of making, the movie, or 

painting, or video game that we worked on getting green-lighted for years; even 

before we got in the industry. A problem that sometimes comes from that is that 

the passion for this kind of project can eat away at the creative restrictions, and 

the movie can lose focus out of desire to be perfect. Luckily, it doesn’t seem like 

Mark Wahlberg had that problem when he went and hired David O. Russell to 

direct his dream movie about the Lowell, Massachusetts-born, “Irish” Mickey 

Ward. Mark grew up idolizing the famous boxer and it seems he really wanted to 

do his idol justice. 

 

Mark does a fantastic role, playing the sympathetic Mickey. His low-key 

performance really shines and he properly helps relate to the audience Mark’s 

life under the thumb of his mother and brother. Having his performance 

overshadowed by Bale’s electric attitude and having his mother’s loud praises of 

his brother crush him, any normal actor might just make them feel upset, but 

because Mark has a signature brand of acting that makes him feel both serious 

and sincere at the same time, seeing him be so subdued towards his mother and 

brother makes his role in life feel completely under their thumb. 



 

 

 

Mickey himself doesn’t have a huge character arc in all this. In fact, a line 

from the Denver Post sums up Mickey’s arc in the movie. “Surviving a barrage of 

blows and waiting patiently to begin a counterattack is a recurring theme in 'The 

Fighter.' And we're not talking about a strategy at work only in the boxing ring 

once the bell sounds.” Throughout the film, Mark has his character let his mother 

and brother push him around, making choices for him and really just ruining his 

career out of love and affection. Then, using the same left hook that comes from 

nowhere and secures victory, he lays it in and sets into motion his victory in life. 

 

“Irish” Mickey Ward, unlike his half-brother Dickey, was an In-fighter. This 

philosophy towards boxing is a common trait among boxing movies. Hollywood 

seems to prefer their Boxers to be guys who can take a lot of hits, since it makes 

for great dramatic scenes as you watch the lead get wailed on for a few hours 

and finally see him push back. But this philosophy of boxing is definitely how 

Mickey acts in life as well. 

 

Bale on the other hand, serves his role just as perfect, if not in a very 

different way. Like how Mark portrayed an in-fighter taking abuse and dishing out 

the single bow of victory, Bale’s Dickey Eklund spends the entire movie getting in 

Mickey’s and the audience’s face with his coke snorting and delinquent antics. 



He seems to be physically attacking the audience with every out of control thing 

he does. But like with most Out-Fighters (the name given to Dickey’s fighting 

style) who spend the whole fight running around and throwing smart and fast 

punches, once you get him caught, he takes the blows hard. After getting 

arrested for assaulting a police officer, he has to watch an HBO documentary on 

his own drug addiction and sees his own son. Finally relating the two areas of his 

life together, his cocky grin falls hard. Just like a boxer taking an Uppercut to the 

tip of the jaw. 

 

Bale’s wild and in-your-face performance was the crucial point to the story, 

even more needed than Walberg’s sympathy. “By allowing Bale’s energy to 

dominate the film’s first act, the film effectively dramatizes the way a damaged 

egotist like Dickey can suck the life out of a room and makes us sympathize with 

Mickey as he slowly musters up the courage to admit that he wants out of this 

situation, or rather that he thinks he deserves a better version of it.”(Bob “Moviebob” 

Chipman) And he becomes an almost second-Protagonist by the end as he drops 

his addiction and agrees to be a better trainer for his brother. It even becomes a 

treat watching him try to succeed in tasks that we know will fail, like trying to put 

an Asian family into a pyramid scheme or impersonating a cop to con a guy who 

tried buying his girlfriend as a prostitute, and yet it is also a reassuring thing to 

see that he doesn’t fall into the gangsta life of drug dealing and actual 

prostitution, seeing where even a crack head egotist keeps his moral high bar. 

 



The relationship between the two would not be enough without their 

corners also. At the beginning of the film, Mickey feels like he’s being double-

teamed by a destructive crack head and a neglectful, but manipulative mother 

who doesn’t seem to care about him so long as he gets some money. But then 

comes Charlene, a barmaid who sees the true potential in Mickey and helps him 

eventually fight back, a sort of emotional trainer for the boxing match of life. Amy 

Adams, who is really showing her variety of acting as she just got done playing 

the lead heroine in Enchanted, plays Charlene as a college dropout who also 

understands the hardships of getting ahead in life. Hey battles with Mickey’s 

family is a real treat but the acting is sometimes too good, that you start to get 

scared that one of them is going to rip the others throat out on set. Mickey’s 

mother sees this quickly enough and starts acting as an almost mob-boss with 

her six-pack of loud and abrasive daughters. Truth-be-told, I’d rather challenge 

the godfather than see her in a dark alley. 

 

David O. Russell actually had several life meetings with the daughters and 

mother, as well as did many live-shoots in the area. Dickey even proved a champ 

and showed them the crack houses he frequented back in the day. The location 

and scenery is scary real, making some of it really feel like an HBO documentary 

of Mickey Ward instead of a Biographical film. They even got Sugar Ray Leonard 

to play as himself for a small cameo as Dickey tried to meet up with him. Bale 

actually got the honor to train under Dickey Eklund personally as training for his 

acting role. 



 

A particular treat that I really enjoyed in this movie was also the 

cinematography. Not that it was some high-caliber style or that there were 

sweeping pans and brilliant focus shots. What I love is how old the filming gets. 

For the actually fights, the movie opts to use a camera technique that was used 

twenty years ago to film actual boxing matches. The old style of the film really 

adds to the atmosphere of the film’s on-location shooting, and real-life cameos 

and guidance. No character was used unless they had communicated with the 

original person before hand and no one was intended to adlib any role. If you 

have a role in this movie, expect to be an OCD crippled maniac who must be 

perfect because the attention to character and behavior is astonishing. In truth, 

one of the major secondary characters, Mickey O’Keefe, is actually played by 

himself, which is a real astonishing thing because he’s a really decent actor and 

not all real-life people can pull off a staged performance of themselves. 

 

Some reviewers though felt that the sisters were not portrayed well 

enough because they were all pretty much the same brutish thug under their 

mother’s influence. I disagree with that since the girls were primarily foot soldiers 

serving their mother. There were already far too many brilliant performances that 

throwing another out ensemble of unique characters would create an overload. 

We need simplified stalk characters now and then to help us focus more on the 

main leads. And since the sisters had their own influence on how their actresses 



were representing them, I feel that they probably didn’t have too much qualms 

about it. 

 

Another point of “Irish” Mickey Ward’s life that some felt was 

underrepresented was his career. The movie sticks to real-life matches he had, 

but they stop the movie at his title match, ignoring a particular famous rivalry 

Mickey had with Arturo Gatti. Now, I can agree that the movie was neglectful of 

that portion of his history, but the movie was more about the hardship of his own 

family life, not his serious boxing career. Also, as a positive note, they are trying 

to get a sequel coming out that focuses on the rivalry between Gatti and Ward, 

so I can forgive this neglect. The movie is really good and anyone who enjoys 

movies like Rocky or wants to just see Mark Wahlberg and Christian Bale’s 

performances at their highlight, go rent this movie out, or buy it, or stream it. Do 

whatever you have to do to see this movie because it is a brilliant film. 
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